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anvils are typically used in applications that require an inexpensive means of connecting pipes. anvils can be used as a local repair and also for repairs of large sections of pipe. welded anvils are used for connecting straight lengths of pipe to each other and to fittings. the welded anvil fitting is used to connect straight lengths of pipe to each other and to fittings.
the fitting can be used as a local repair or for repairs of large sections of pipe. this type of plumbing pipe connection is used to make connections between pipe and fittings. it is a circular opening (hole) or groove that is formed into a pipe end. the flanged fitting is used to connect two ends of a pipe or pipe and fitting together. the flange is used to make

connections between pipes and fittings. flanged fittings are typically used in applications that require a high degree of durability and safety. flanged fittings may be used for connecting pipes in commercial and residential plumbing. flanged fittings may be used as a local repair or for repairs of large sections of pipe. this type of plumbing pipe connection is used to
make connections between pipe and fittings. it is a circular opening (hole) or groove that is formed into a pipe end. the clamping fitting is used to connect two ends of a pipe or pipe and fitting together. the fitting is used to make connections between pipes and fittings. the fitting is used to connect pipes and fittings together. the fitting can be used for making

connections between pipes and fittings. the fitting is used for making connections between pipes and fittings.
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